Public Safety Advisory Committee (PSAC) – Meeting Minutes  
October 1, 2021  
12:00-1:30pm  
Held via zoom and 316 Day Boardroom

**Members:** Davis-Frost (institutional), Esmail (faculty), Haenlin-Mott (institutional), Hodges (student), Krishnan (student), Lewis (faculty), Mackowski (faculty), Mullen (student), Ononye (student)

**Absent:** Byrne (faculty)

**Co-Chairs:** DeStefano, Lombardi  
**Staff:** Burgess, Honan, Matta

START: 12:00pm

I. **Introductions/Updates**

PSAC Co-Chair, Ryan Lombardi, welcomed new faculty appointed member, Reanna Esmail to the committee and provided a brief overview of today’s agenda.

Matta and Hodges also provided a brief status update on the RFPs. Two firms have responded – 21st Century Solutions and the Police Foundation. The agenda for the next meeting on October 7, 2021 will focus on these firms and their responses. Hodges asked the committee to familiarize themselves with the firms prior to the next meeting.

II. **Feedback Session Review**

Co-Chair Lombardi provided a summary of the feedback sessions that occurred on September 28 and 29. He noted the low attendance rate despite outreach from the Office of Assemblies. The committee continued with a lengthy discussion on possible reasons for low attendance but ultimately agreed to focus on the feedback that was given and move on to the next steps, while being intentional about reaching out to all individuals have been able to give their input. Each committee member has been tasked with reaching out to a couple groups to remind them the reports are there to accept feedback. Once groups are identified, committee members will share these on MS Teams.

Co-Chair DeStefano stated that DACA became a point of discussion at the September 29 feedback session. The committee talked about various resources available for DACA students. Chief Honan stated that there used to be an informal notification
system that would be initiated by any member of the dream team or by CUPD by notifying the attorneys. Discussions took place around false ICE alarms as well as dispatch, numbers, and structure. The committee also talked about oversight and how to move forward. Davis-Frost has offered to make connections for Chief Honan. It was also mentioned that an invitation to Christian Gonzales, Associate Director for Student Empowerment and Undocumented/DACA Student Support, be made to attend a PSAC meeting to continue discussions on DACA.

Meeting adjourned at 1:30 PM
Notes by: Jackie Wandell